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Endowments
decline
dramatically
nationwide

celebr ate. remember . fight back.

By MARIE KYLE
Results from the National Association of Colleges and University
Business Officers (NACUBO) Commonfund Study of Endowments indicate that 2009 was marked by a
severe decline in university endowments nationwide.
The study, which gathered data
from 842 colleges and universities,
found that these universities and
their supporting foundations experienced average returns of negative
18.7 percent during the 2009 fiscal
year.
According to an article published
last month by “Inside Higher Education,” these findings reflect the
lowest returns since the Great Depression.
“Those numbers were even bleaker for colleges with endowments
larger than $1 billion, which saw
one-year losses of 20.5 percent,”
the article said. “Colleges with endowments under $25 million — the
smallest category surveyed — lost
16.8 percent on average.”
Puget Sound falls in the middle with an endowment of approximately $220 million. The University experienced a negative return
last year of 18.8 percent, essentially
equal to the national average.
For many universities, such declines translate into budget cuts,
hiring freezes, increased debt and a
reduction in the amount of financial
aid available to students.
“In 2008, all investments took a
hard hit,” Katherine Davis, Puget
Sound’s Associate Vice President for
Treasury, said. “We were there too.”
In fact, Puget Sound may have yet
to experience the full effect of the financial crisis.
“We anticipate that, because of
the way we make distributions based
upon trailing averages, we will expe-
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Promoting Relay: Coordinators held a kick-off party, among other events to raise awareness for the upcoming Relay for Life.

Relay events begin with kick-off party
By MILES KING

W

ith Relay for Life returning to campus on April 9
and 10 in support of the
American Cancer Society, organizers and participants are getting
the word out about raising cancer
awareness and collecting donations
for life-saving research.
The annual event will take place
on Baker Field, where teams of students, cancer survivors and other members of the community
will come together to participate
in a relay walk or run from 6 p.m.
on April 9 until noon on April 10.
Funds raised by individual teams
or separate donations will all go directly to cancer research and patient care.
On Feb. 23 organizers raised enthusiasm for the upcoming event
with a Kick-Off party held in the
rotunda. Free pizza and a performance by the sketch comedy troupe

Ubiquitous They helped drum up
excitement for Relay for Life and
encouraged more people to sign up
for teams.
So far 40 teams are signed up,
and several more are expected to
join in the upcoming weeks.
As Relay for Life coordinators
Corinn Perry and Morgan McCloskey are quick to note, the Kick-Off
party is only one of the few outwardly visible measures of the intense planning that precedes the
relay.
Perry and McCloskey described
a committee of 15 individuals, each
with a different responsibility for
organizing a particular part of the
event.
With a goal of raising $54,000,
there is much to plan.
McCloskey first got involved
with Relay for Life in high school,
and was very excited about the opportunity to head up the event at
Puget Sound to support an atmo-
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Awareness: Committee members drummed up Relay support.
sphere of hope and determination
in the face of cancer.
“Walking all night, meeting all of
the survivors that are at the event

and just seeing all of the hopefulness that everyone has is very posee RELAY page 2

see ENDOWMENT page 2

BERT bylaws brought back into faculty senate discussions
By GRACE HEERMAN
Puget Sound faculty discussed
proposed amendments to the faculty
bylaws at their meeting on Monday,
Feb. 21, in hopes of moving forward
in their quest to make the Bias-Hate
Education Response Team (BERT)
bylaw official.
“It is very important that the current section governing the faculty
diversity committee be replaced,”
Professor Doug Cannon, Faculty
Senate Chair and BERT subcommittee member, said.
“It has been outdated by changes
brought by the University’s diversity
strategic plan and it is impossible to
conform with its current language.”
BERT was formed in the fall of
2005 as a subcommittee of the Fac-

ulty Diversity Committee in order
to respond to incidents of bias and/
or hate from within the Puget Sound
community.
According to the University’s
website, “many campus community
members acknowledged that the response to [bias-hate] incidents must
be intentionally coordinated and the
burden of responding must be lifted
from the shoulders of the targeted
group’s members.”
BERT brings together members
of various campus organizations
such as Security Services, Facilities,
divisions of Student Services, faculty diversity committees and anti-harassment groups. Students are also
encouraged to take part.
“The goal is to bring together individuals that would not necessari-

ly come together regularly to share
what they are learning about our
campus as they do their regular
functions,” Kim Bobby, Team Cochair and Chief Diversity Officer,
said.
Since its establishment, BERT has
worked to alleviate the struggles of
victims of hurtful behavior by providing a forum for discussion as well
as a vehicle for educating the campus community.
Once the amendments to the faculty bylaws are approved, BERT will
become a University endorsed and
supported entity, rather than an informal subcommittee.
In order for any revision to the
faculty bylaws to become official, the
proposed revision must first receive
a 75 percent majority vote from the

faculty, which is often a great obstacle in itself.
Next, the changes are submitted
to the Committee of the Board for
Bylaw Revision within the Board of
Trustees. It is the approval of this
committee that officially puts the
amendments into effect.
The BERT amendments were initially approved by the faculty and
submitted to the Board in October 2009, but were contested due
to their lack of clarity concerning
BERT’s role in the community.
Due to the mistaken impression of
some students and faculty that BERT
would have disciplinary power, faculty authors have handled the language
of the bylaw with care, so as not to
arouse confusion or disapproval.
“The bylaw needs to illustrate the

difference between BERT’s educational function and concerns about
censorship that have been raised,”
Cannon said.
After the amendments were
turned down in October, a group
of faculty led by Associate Professor Nila Wiese and Professor Susan Owen drafted a revised version
containing clarified language and an
addition to their original amendments. At Monday’s meeting, this
new version was given its first reading by the faculty.
The next step in the approval process is a substantive discussion and
another faculty vote at the faculty
meeting on April 6. If approved by a
75 percent majority, the bylaws will
be resubmitted to the Board of Bylaw
Revision.
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Volunteers head northward

Alternative spring break takes on Seattle
By BRAD RICE
The department of Spirituality,
Service and Social Justice will offer
the opportunity for 25 students to
focus on community service, leadership and social justice in Seattle
during its annual Alternative Spring
Break program.
The five-day event beginning
March 14 and ending March 18 will
allow students to engage in community service and conversation with
non-profit organizations in the Seattle area.
The official theme of this year’s
Alternative Spring Break, “Service
in Seattle: Ethics, Morals, Spirituality and Social Justice,” is a shift from
the convention of years past.
Traditionally, Puget Sound’s Alternative Spring Break program has
been oriented for students to with
engage Tacoma and Pierce County.
Social Justice Coordinator Skylar Bihl explained the reason for this
year’s break with tradition.
“In previous years, Alternative
Spring Break has stayed local as part
of the campus mission to engage Tacoma, and this was done during Alternative Fall Break. We wanted to
mix it up this year — stay local but
do something different than we did
before,” Bihl said.
Bihl described the broader goals
of this year’s program as identical to
those of previous years: to allow students the chance to give back and to
give them the opportunity to engage
in issues of social justice.
While she and the rest of the coordinators of the program are still
hammering out the finer details of
its agenda, Bihl was able to describe
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rience a low point in support for
the endowment in approximately 2 years,” Davis said. “We’re expecting a $1-2 million decline in
spending.”
Nevertheless, Davis is optimistic about the University’s ability to
handle the effects of the economy’s
troubled state. “An endowment is
structured to deal with ups and
downs in the markets over time,”
Davis said. “Due to a long history of thoughtful stewardship, the
University has reserves. We have
been able to find other ways to
support our funding.”
Puget Sound may even fare better than other universities due to
the way it structures its spending
and budgeting processes.
“Universities that have a high
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Volunteer Instead: Community service is in Seattle this spring.
some of the activities scheduled during their visit to Seattle.
One activity on the schedule will
take place at the Atlantic Street Center, a non-profit organization that
serves youth in the Rainier Beach
neighborhood. Program members
will work to convert one of the Center’s tutoring rooms into a conference room.
“[This project] will allow the Center to carry on with their day-to-day
activities without having to take
time out to do this work,” Bihl said.
Students in the program will also
have the chance to engage in discussions about social justice with members of New Horizons Ministries,

a non-profit that serves homeless
youth in Belltown.
The conversation will center on
the causes of youth homelessness
and the processes New Horizons
uses to get homeless youth on their
feet and back into society.
A visit to Street Bean Espresso,
a job training center for homeless
youth originally set up by New Horizons, is also on schedule for the
program.
“While [Street Bean Espresso
Center] teaches job skills, it also
teaches about social justice and
helps homeless feel that they have a
greater connection to social justice,”
Bihl said.

werful,” McCloskey said. “It is
definitely something that I think
everyone should experience.”
Perry became involved through
her participation in the Pan-Hellenic Council, and stressed the
importance of getting the Greek
community and the entire campus committed to involvement in
the event.
“Students can get involved in so
many ways. They can join a preexisting team, organize their own
team or even just make a small
donation on the side. Everything
helps,” Perry said.
“Regardless of what team you
are on or how much money you
raised, everyone is there because
they have been impacted by cancer at some point in their lives

level of dependence on endowment distributions had to make
drastic budget cuts,” Davis said.
“10-12 percent of our budget
comes from endowment distributions, while the country’s average
is approximately 17-18 percent.
Many rely on their endowments
for 30 percent or more.”
“Careful stewardship of resources over many years has provided the University with means
of sustaining the levels of financial
support that have been committed
to our students,” Davis said.
“I never would have assumed
the University was incurring losses had I not known about the state
of the economy,” Austin Vander
Woude, a junior business major,
said.
“We have an endowment because people were grateful for
their education,” Davis said.
and they want to see an end to it,”
McCloskey said.
Junior Marty Elm explained
how the loss of his grandfather
to cancer and the opportunity to
help others led him to become a
team captain for the upcoming
relay.
Elm reflected on his experiences as a participant in Relay for
Life this past year.
“The best part is seeing how
hard everyone has worked, how
much money has been raised and
what a big difference this event
makes,” Elm said.
No matter what team someone
joins or how many laps he or she
walks, the theme of Relay is unity.
“You feel like you are working
together, like you have all become
a part of something,” Elm said.

Unitarian group focuses on organization

Correction

By MIKE KNAPE

In the Feb. 26 Features article “Politics and Government Professor shares insights from Iran studies,” Professor O’Neil was quoted
throughout the article, implying that Iran was an Arab state. O’Neil
was quoted out of context and Iran is not considered to be part of the
Arab world.

Based on an eclectic, non-denominational spiritual worldview with
an emphasis on social justice, the
new Universalist Unitarian Chalice
Circle group on campus is up and
running under the leadership
of junior transfer student Kat
Schmidt and sophomore Andy
Lasnik.
The group meets informally at
5 p.m. on Sundays in the Wheelock Student Center lounge. The
Universalist Unitarian church is
unique because it draws on influences from a wide variety of
other faiths, from Islam to Paganism.
While Universalist Unitarian
churches hold more formal services,
the younger community places special value on separate worship meetings, which Schmidt said are more
interactive and diverse.
“Each worship is different, usually
combining aspects of one or two religions. Every worship has a central
theme, which can be anything from
trust to Lent, to the moon,” Schmidt
said.
Instead of a cohesive, rote text,
the Universalist Unitarian faith
takes inspiration from a compilation of religious poems, songs and

stories called “Singing the Living
Tradition.”
The book has elements of all
faiths. The collection serves as an
inspiration and frequently plays a
role at church services, according to
Schmidt.

“We want people to feel included.
They don’t have to be hardcore Universalist Unitarian; they can just be
curious.”
Social justice is also important to
Universalist Unitarians.
“A lot of our faith encourages us
to go do social justice. They really go hand-in-hand,” Schmidt
“We want people to feel
said.
For now, the group is focused
included. They don’t have
on increasing its numbers and
to be hardcore Universalist
getting to know each other. Other Universalist Unitarian groups
Unitarian; they can just be
have tried to get started at Puget
curious.”
Sound before, but have lacked
members.
—Kat Schmidt
“Building a community is our
first priority, and then we would
“It’s more of a way of living than like to take more formal steps, like
a holy book. There are seven prin- becoming an ASUPS club,” Schmidt
ciples that all Universalist Unitar- said. “We’re trying to organize more
ians share in common, however,” social justice work and also go to
Schmidt said.
a conference in Port Townsend in
The seven principles are a reflec- April. Something else we’ve looked
tion of civil rights and social justice at is trying to attend services with
themes. The inclusive community is the Tahoma Universalist Unitarian
what first drew Schmidt to Univer- Congregation.”
salist Unitarian groups.
University Chaplain Dave Wright
“We accept all faiths as being po- has also been involved with the
tentially equally valid. We respect all group’s formation.
beliefs and everyone’s right to wor“Dave has been really useful as a
ship as they choose. We believe in resource. He has lots of good ideas
the right of people to go down the and good knowledge of the process
path they choose,” Schmidt said. [of forming a group],” Schmidt said.
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Securit y Report
The following incidents occurred on campus and were reported to Security
Services between Feb. 23, 2010 and March 1, 2010:
• A student reported his expensive bicycle was stolen from the SchiffHarrington breezeway. It was secured with a cable lock, which is also
missing.
• Several students were contacted by Tacoma Police during the “Girl
Talk” concert at the Fieldhouse for suspected violations of state alcohol
laws and/or disorderly conduct. One student was cited and released.
Crime Prevention Tips:
• Using a “U-Bolt” style lock and securing your bicycle through the
frame is highly recommended.
• Utilize the campus safety escort program when traveling on and off
campus after-hours. The service is available by calling Security Services
at 253.879.3311.
• Always report suspicious activity immediately to Security Services.
• If you have a vehicle on campus for the first time this semester, remember to register it with Security Services. All vehicles parked on campus
must be registered with the University.
Courtesy of Todd A. Badham, Director of Security Services
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Americans uninterested in learning languages
By Josephine Miller

A

merica is a strange place, although we don’t look outside it often enough to realize that. It is the land of the two-car
garage, fast food and freedom. This
God-given land is home to the types
of people who can pick themselves
up by their own bootstraps — hardworking, honest folk. Here, we live
the big life and we deserve it.
To many, interaction with the
other 193 countries formally recognized by the Department of State
seems unnecessary at best; we have
everything we need right here in
America.
The most common manifestation
of our disinterest in other cultures
is our unwillingness to learn other
languages. This sense of superiority, that we don’t need to learn from
other cultures because we have it all,
is deeply problematic. It leads to entirely disrespectful foreign relations
in everything from tourism to international conflict resolution.
Languages are composed of the
words that different cultures apply
to their cultural beliefs, identities
and views of reality. Different people have different realities, different ideas of how society should be
organized, how we should treat the
people and the world around us and

what it means to be a good person.
In order to truly understand the
way the world works, how different
groups of people interact and how
power is divided up among them, it
is important to gain a firm grasp on
this concept. The most effective way
to do this is through learning a second language.
Not only are we uninterested in
looking beyond our own borders,
we are scared of people from other
countries entering our little sanctuary and contaminating it with their
foreign mother tongues. Thrown off
balance when a telephone recording
asks them to press “one” for English,
many Americans question why anyone who lived here and dialed the
same toll free numbers that they do
would possibly require a translated
customer service option. Issues of
language diversity cannot be separated from issues of immigration.
As a culture, we seem to have settled on the belief that immigrants,
documented or not, are the cause
of many of the political and social
problems in America today. The
word immigration often sparks a
discussion of job loss, stolen tax dollars and underperforming school
districts. We, as a country, are averse
to the idea of having to share our
highways, Wal-Marts and ways of
life with anyone who has an accent.

REI fans
purchase
lifestyles
By Michael aiyar
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Learning Language: Monolingual America reflects racist beliefs.
However, this unwelcome attitude
is rarely extended to white, European immigrants. Nobody protested
when David and Victoria Beckham
— Brooklyn, Romeo and Cruz in
tow — moved into their multi-million dollar Los Angeles home.
The anti-immigrant line comes
from the same place as the belief
that we need not look beyond the
borders of our glorious country —
racism, a deep-rooted lack of respect
for people who do not look like us.

The most effective way to quash
this is to gain a better understanding
of different cultures and recognize
the humanity that exists within each
person. Doing this requires learning foreign languages, appreciating
written works in the language they
were created and visiting foreign
countries without an English-speaking guide. It is only through broadening our world views that our lingering racism will be eradicated.

Letters to
THE Editor

Article stalls
marijuana
legalization
Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to Joe
Colon’s letter to the editor in the
February 26th issue of The Trail
concerning the initiative to legalize marijuana (“High time to
change legal status of marijuana”).
I won’t be getting into the argument for legalization, but speaking as someone who is in favor of
legalization, I find that Joe’s marginalization of the risks of marijuana use frustrating, a detriment
to the fight for legalization, and
counterproductive to an academic discussion of the matter.
Joe presented a fantastically
unrealistic situation of an inappropriate situation to use marijuana that has little real world
applicability and provides and
extremely oversimplified view of
the issues present. While it is absolutely true that it is feasible to
use marijuana safely and responsibly, there are many situations in
which it is totally inappropriate
and dangerous. Of the less dangerous, though still inappropriate issues with marijuana use are
school and work. Despite some
people’s insistence that they are
“functional stoners” with the ability to produce acceptable work
while high, the fact of the matter
remains that being high inhibits
performance, even if for no other reason than you are distracted from the task at hand. Even if
there are no immediate and dire
consequences, this is bad for society because people are not performing to the best of their abilities and this can inhibit progress,
quality, and limits the level of personal achievement. This can pose
major issues in professions such
as law or medicine where someone’s life is in the hand’s of the
professional and that professional
needs to be at his mental best in
see LETTERS page 4
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Natural Path: Heavy foot traffic outside of Jones Hall represents a real need for new walkways.

Students call for new path on campus
By Zane Muller

I

don’t know about you, but I tend
to worry about the efficiency of
the routes I take around campus.
It’s not that I’m obsessed with punctuality or that I’m physically hindered or even (extraordinarily) lazy,
I just find it annoying to not be able
to walk the shortest distance between two points, such as the S.U.B.
and the library.
It seems that here at Puget Sound
there is no shortage of irksome
routes and obstacles. The concrete
walkways are laid out in such a way
that taking a nice, direct, linear path
to any place is nearly impossible,
unless you commute between Jones
and the Music Building. Traveling
to Thompson requires that you circumvent Schneebeck. The placement of the entrances to Howarth
and McIntyre is not optimal. Wyatt
may as well be in Gig Harbor.
Crossing a field or quad is a dicey
alternative, sort of like choosing to
ford the river instead of paying the
ferryman in Oregon Trail. Most students value their kicks too much to
chance it, considering what persis-

tent drizzle does to the consistency of the lawns. But Jones circle was
usually a safe bet, especially if you
had to get between the S.U.B. and
the library and time was a factor.
Alas, no more: The beaten dirt
has been replanted, roped off and
hedged in. “Please keep off the
grass,” the sign gently requests of us.
But the underlying message is clear.
The aesthetics of the campus are
clearly important enough to the administration that students are to be
herded like cattle and chastised for
stepping off the sanctioned paths.
This choice reflects a prudish sort
of country-club attitude that I find
particularly unseemly for a liberal
arts college that allegedly prides itself on its tolerant, diverse campus
community.
There is something to be said for
a manicured university. I happen to
really like the broad green lawns,
towering firs and brimming flowerbeds that complement our tawny
brick buildings so nicely. And this
is no accident; the campus itself is
a critical recruiting tool, and the
amount that is spent maintaining it
is consequently justified.
I will admit that if Puget Sound

looked like most of Tacoma —
dense, rusted and girded in mossy
concrete — I might not have been
inclined to come to school here. As
is true for most of the Northwest,
the lush beauty excuses the demoralizing weather.
But it seems that some of these
landscaping efforts have turned into
petty, wasteful antagonism. Sod isn’t
cheap, and it’s not as though the
beaten path in Jones circle was the
only bit of bare dirt on our 97 acres.
I personally think it’d be a better use
of resources to pave the gravel path
past Warner Gym or figure out why
it usually smells like raw sewage
when you enter campus from Alder
street.
There should be a middle ground.
Why not pave a tasteful walkway where the trail was blazed? It
would be in keeping with the University’s asymmetrical aesthetic. A
brick path? Some stepping stones,
perhaps? Because simply planting a
hedge in the way is a bit insulting –
it’s essentially the same approach as
putting an electric shock collar on a
dog. And it probably won’t do much
to dissuade students who are already
willing to get their shoes muddy.

During winter break, I found
myself contemplating a row of
jackets at REI, hoping to find
something toasty warm for my return to Washington. At stores like
REI, jackets are not differentiated by color or fashion but by features; such as being particularly
good for mountaineering, or excellent for alpine skiing or perfect
for arctic backpacking trips.
As I scanned the oversized tags,
I became more excited about the
new jacket I was going to get. Here
I was, about to be (at least based
on apparel) in the same league
as a mountaineer! I could hike
in 10-degree weather if I wanted to! As I felt the plush fleece
on one of the jackets and noticed
the “abrasion-resistant, laundered
2-ply nylon” on the other, I realized that people don’t go to REI
to buy clothing. They go to buy a
lifestyle.
The excitement I was feeling
had nothing to do with the jackets themselves, but rather the feeling that I was going to be doing
something with those jackets —
that I was becoming part of an
entire outdoor lifestyle and culture, simply by purchasing a comfy black jacket.
This experience is near universal, and for most people, buying a jacket is not about keeping
themselves warm, but becoming
part of something larger. Clothing, then, is a way to indicate allegiance to a movement, and buying these products is about that
movement much more than a desire to be outside.
Stores like REI know this, and
they have mastered the science of
the sale. From the cheerful greeter at the front that who makes
sure you know you are a valued
customer and an interesting person to the ever-present salespeople in their brown “how can I help
you today?” smocks, the folks at
these stores know exactly how to
sell their product.
As much as stores such as REI
might deny it, their product has
nothing to do with their actual goods. These companies have
managed, through incredibly subversive and skilful ad campaigns,
to brand and sell the lifestyle of
going outside — the idea, rather
than the act, of being outdoors.
Their products are not jackets or
backpacks but the ideas and feelings associated with the jackets
and backpacks — ideas that the
companies created and implanted
in the brain of consumers.
This is disturbing because it
demonstrates the successful commercialization of outdoor activities by certain retailers. While the
retailers are not technically being
disingenuous about the features
and benefits of the products they
sell, they are not being altogether
honest either. I am sure the jackets
at REI are likely excellent for arctic mountaineering, but rugged
outdoor activities are not their
primary purpose or selling point.
These kind of outdoorsy stores
are selling clothes by convincing
the consumer that he or she will
become part of something larger,
connected with nature instead
see CLOTHING page 5
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Despite Blair investigation, not time to indict Bush
By Lizzie Lombardi
Remember a few years ago when
it seemed like nearly everybody had
a beef with the government, but few
possessed the energy to do much
about it? Remember the catchphrase “impeach Cheney first” or
those endearing Bush-isms that let
us laugh at a criminal rather than
fear him? It has not been long since
the Bush administration held power, yet the paradigm shift of our national mentality with the entrance
of a new administration permits
mass complacency as we slowly recover from a bad bout of crooked
politics.
Evidence of guilt, while not recognized as absolute until proven in
trial, reflects more than public indignation and anger. Though the
Obama administration has made
it clear it does not intend to open
an investigation into the illegalities
of the former executive staff, Professor Francis A. Boyle filed a request to the International Criminal
Court in Den Haag (Netherlands)
for prosecution of Bush, Cheney,
Rumsfeld, Tenet, Rice and Gonzalez. In the request, dated January 19, Professor Boyle cited violations against the Rome Statute and
crimes against humanity. Perhaps
our national courts are not yet will-
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order to give their client the quality
of work they deserve. In other cases,
in an academic setting for example,
even if someone can write an ‘A’ paper while high, if they are working
while high they are setting limitations on what they personally could
achieve. If someone can write a
great paper high, imagine what they
can do sober.
Perhaps the most important issue regarding marijuana is safety.
Being high can be extremely dangerous in situations where people
are operating machinery, especially
cars. I want to focus on cars mainly because of the horrifyingly high
frequency with which I encounter
people who seem to think that they
are perfectly capable of driving safely while high, or worse yet, think
that they are “better” at driving
when they are high. I don’t care how
“with it” you are when you are high,
driving high is extraordinarily dangerous. Driving takes an immense
amount of sustained concentration
and ability to react instantaneously
and accurately. Marijuana slows re-
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On Trial: America is not ready to prosecute Bush for war crimes.
ing to try Bush, but Boyle’s repeal to
an international system preserves
the importance of the matter and
indicates the unwillingness of the
people to allow such grave criminal
accusations go untried.
I recognize and appreciate the exhausted and burdened state of our
disillusioned population, but I want
to know: are we, as a nation, willing
to grant amnesty to an undeniably
criminal former president? If not,
are you ready to consider pursuing
legal justice?
Hush now, hush — there is no
need to balk and squirm at the suggestion. Calm thyself before you shy
action time, interferes with the ability to concentrate, and if nothing
else, is a distraction from the activity at hand: driving safely. The problem with this is not the risk of hurting yourself, nor your own property
because you have the right to treat
yourself as you will and to take a
risk for yourself is not my business.
However, when you get behind the
wheel of a car you take responsibility for ensuring that you do not endanger other people’s lives and wellbeing.
None of these risks is inherently
a reason to keep marijuana illegal.
However, it is drastically irresponsible to downplay the risks and responsibilities inherent in choosing
to use marijuana. Mindsets such as
the one Joe portrayed are ones that
do not indicate a reasonable understanding and appreciation for the
risks and responsibilities of marijuana use. The road to personal freedoms and legalization is not
through dismissing real and present dangers, but rather, appreciating
them and demonstrating the ability
to resolve issues and handle privileges responsibly.
—Matt Adelson

revised tr ail submission policies
As part of The Trail’s continued effort toward excellence, we have recently
revised our policies related to reader-submitted content. As always, reader
feedback is appreciated, and will be considered when it comes to the next
round of policy revisions.

Letters to the Editor Policy

Letters to the editor should be concise and timely, and should respond
to an issue addressed by an article in The Trail. Letters to the editor will
be printed as space allows and The Trail reserves the right to refuse any
letters submitted for publication. Letters to the editor should be no more
than 500 words and will not be edited for grammar or spelling. All letters should be addressed to the editor, must be signed and must have an
e-mail address or phone number. Letters for publication the following
Friday are due no later than Monday at noon and may be sent to: The
Puget Sound Trail, 1095 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma, WA 98416
or trail@pugetsound.edu.

Guest Opinion Policy

Guest Opinions will be considered on a case-by-case basis by the Trail
editorial staff. Guest Opinions should be no longer than 800 words and
will be printed as space allows. The Trail reserves the right to edit Guest
Opinions for grammar, spelling and clarity. Guest Opinion submissions
may be directed to trail@pugetsound.edu.

away from the unpleasant prospect
of a trial, for its time has not yet
come. We are still too jaded and too
weighted down with the vestigial
guilt and cynicism that accumulated during Bush’s reign to gather the
necessary strength before we begin
to inspect the darkest side of a particularly ugly political era.
In addition to the unnerving
proximity of this haunting past, our
present political condition simply
could not handle the rancor, controversy and potential embarrassment of a Bush trial. We are not
only stuck in a stupor as an electorate, but our leaders fail to find com-

Iran studies
course
superficial,
inaccurate
Dear Editor,
In 1914 my great-grandfather left
Tehran for the northern province of
Gilan. For nearly a decade he fought
alongside Mirza Kuchik Khan’s Nezhat-e Janjal, Forest Movement, and
resisted the joint British and Russian
colonial forces. Though “Tehrani”
has been jettisoned from our family
name, generations continue to inherit his overwhelming visceral disgust
for the colonial-minded — that, and
his bungalow along the Caspian Sea.
My intentions are not to point out
the numerous factual errors in “Politics & Government professor shares
insights from Iran studies.” (Feb. 26.)
Nor is it to point out the pervasive
idiocy in: “For O’Neil, being in Iran
‘raised a lot of questions that challenged what we think the Arab world
is like.’” My point is to deconstruct
Patrick O’Neil’s dilettante intellectual hubris and ask the tolerant reader
to re-evaluate the graceless praise he
flippantly receives.
I hate to be the bearer of bad news,
but O’Neil is not an Iran expert. Nor
is he an expert on Islam. Nor is he an
expert on the Israel/Palestine conflict. For the last sixty years there has
been a rise in a transnational, cosmopolitan, polyvocal, and multi-faceted discourse regarding the sociology of knowledge production. Either
O’Neil’s floating on a glacier or he ignores the works of those respected in
the relevant canon (e.g. Jacques Derrida, Michel Foucault, Edward Said,
Gayatri Spivak, Hamid Dabashi).
The non-objective narrative in
O’Neil’s travelogues are without any
substantial reflection on moral authority or responsible scholarship;
ending powerpoints with an image
of a family of five on a motor cycle
or promoting MEMRI videos (Zionist-founded Middle East media monitoring organization).
Time and again he has demon-

mon ground at the cost of national
unity and strength. To call for a trial
now would mean risking the justice
of a fair ruling at the hands of partisan dissent and back room deals.
So, if now is not the proper time
to take legal actions against the
many infringements of our former
administration, why bring up the
unpleasant topic at all?
For one thing, our pals across the
pond have recently narrowed the
focus of their on going Chilcot Inquiry to reveal the faux pas of former Prime Minister Tony Blair,
which fosters an international climate in which the question of leadership culpability is a contemporary
topic, ripe to be discussed. The initial intention of the Chilcot Inquiry, which is investigating England’s
role in the messy Iraq war, was to
prevent the nation from becoming
ensnared in similar predicaments
in the future. In light of the United Kingdom’s accusations of Blair
for warmongering and deceit in the
Iraq war, which is a conflict dependent upon the decisions of the Bush
Administration, it would be terrifically negligent of the United States
to overlook the original criminal.
More important than meeting international precedent is the timeliness of bringing Bush to trial,
for a delicate balance between too

soon and too late should be struck.
Should prosecution be leveled too
soon, disorder and factitious bickering will shroud slick politics and
backroom deals. Allow too much
time to elapse and lack of interest
will allow shortcuts and deals. In order to act at just the right moment,
the nation must remain fully alert
with the prospect of a trial present
in our minds so that, whenever the
time comes to formally prosecute
Bush and his cohorts, we are ready
to confront issues that will threaten
our nation’s reputation and the stability of our political system.
A trial will not be easy or pretty,
but it is necessary that we respect
the pillars of our nation and, eventually, we will be awarded with conclusion.
Like pouring iodine on a festering wound, the United States must
gather our strength and be brave
enough to do what is necessary,
though the moment of action may
not come for some time.
For now, we have enough to handle with the many woes facing our
present administration, but our rest
must not last forever and the people of our country must maintain
conviction in the value of our justice system. So rest and recover, but
do not forget or forgive until all has
been revealed and justice served.

strated that he does not know that
Iran’s political culture is predominately subterranean. O’Neil attending Friday Prayers and Ashura, then
claiming to understand Iranian political culture is analogous to attending a rodeo and a Bible-belt Sunday
Service, then claiming to understand
American political culture.
His narrative skims the tip of the
Iran-iceberg: amounting to clichéd
and sophomoric anecdotes of Iran’s
society in a perpetual contradictory
paradox of modernity and traditionalism (see his photo/explanation of
a woman using her phone drinking
Coca-Cola). I interpret his work as:
“Hello, Iran. I’m America. I will reeducate you about Islam and re-introduce you to something called democracy.”
O’Neil functions within an antiquated structure — one that formulates basic structures in human
cultures through binary opposites.
But nature, as I experience it, is not
white/black, good/bad, US/Islam,
US/Iran, or First World/Third World.
Alas, those who aim to preserve this
binary and sustain their hegemonic power over culture and knowledge production see the world forever clashing. I’m not surprised O’Neil
jumped to America’s binary ‘Other’
after the fall of Red States.
Reflecting on Howard Zinn’s work,
O’Neil writes he has “little interest in
overtly ideological and polemical
work that masquerades as scholarship, from either right or left.” Zinn,
an activist, had a vision that strove
for alterity against status-quo American politics: systematically, aggressively and arrogantly silencing and
ignoring the moral agency and normative subjectivity of the world’s majority.
O’Neil’s ideology is masked under
the pretense of objectivity. His research masquerades as scholarship.
Judging from his class, gender, com-

munal, regional, national, and moral sympathies, I surmise he’s in like
Flynn with other American scholars — dabbling in the Other’s exotic
culture, then re-writing history to fit
within his interests.
Upon returned to his hometown of
Shirazi after the Mongolian invasion,
Sa’di (13th century Sufi poet) wrote:
“Much travel is needed before the
raw is cooked.” Unfortunately (attn:
all those accompanying O’Neil on his
floating glacier to the Orient), halfbaked cultural anthropologists and
blindfolded academics whose work
on Iran amass to tourist blog posts
contribute pennies to Iran studies.
Take what you will, but underlying
the sentiments of my ‘angry rant’ is
the shared ethos of those resisting colonialism’s dehumanizing rhetoric. To
paraphrase Franz Fanon: colonialism
not only corrupted the hearts, brains
and imagination of the colonized but
also the colonizers. Whether or not
O’Neil is aware of it, his brain and
imagination are corrupt.
Leading up to our Caspian sanitybunker, a windy road cuts through
Gilan’s rice fields. And if I’m lucky to
be driving through during the summer’s peak harvest, my olfactory just
might forgive me for previous indiscretions. Words from a dear sympathizer come to mind: the sound
of freedom is uncorking a bottle of
wine. I want to tell him the smell
of serenity is the perfume of Gilan’s
summertime rice fields.
—Nazir Olangian (Tehrani)
P.S. If you are weary of Enlightenment modernity having corrupted
your heart and mind, please consult
Professor Grace Livingston, Professor Stuart Smithers, or phantom Professor Carlo Bonura.
see LETTERS page 5

What Do You Think?
If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at
trailops@pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us. We
will select responses each week to publish in the next issue.
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Girl Talk
original,
innovative
Dear Editor,
I should be writing a paper or
studying for a test, but the sudden
appearance of Brad Dillman’s commentary on the upcoming Girl Talk
concert (“‘Girl Talk’ a copyright
criminal,” Feb. 26) has compelled
me to share a little student talk
about Gregg Gillis.
1.) Sampling is a tradition in music. Sampling as we know it today
started out in the basements of
the Bronx in the late 70’s, which
in turn, as DJ’s rapped over these
newfound beats, gave us the basis
of America’s latest folk music: Hip
Hop. In 1989, the Beastie Boys
released Paul’s Boutique, widely
hailed as one of the best hip-hop albums ever made, which contained
samples from over 105 songs. Was
this revolutionary? Only insomuch
as the technology was brand new,
for sampling is a proud tradition
of all American folk music. How
many songs by Bob Dylan in his
early days were chord for chord recreations of Woody Guthrie songs?
And for that matter, how many
Woody Guthrie songs were stolen
from union men, boxcar jumpers,
and others who didn’t have access
to a recording studio? This, to continue with my example, is a part of
every major tradition of pop music. To use the same example, Bob
Dylan’s critically acclaimed 2006
album Modern Times contains entire lines, chord progressions (and
in one case, almost an entire song)
and themes lifted directly from,
Muddy Waters, Memphis Minnie,
Lightnin’ Hopkins, Henry Timrod,
August Wilson, and Ovid, to name
a few. Shakespeare didn’t have an
original plot in his head. Theft?
Homage? Commentary? As Oscar
Wilde said, “Talent borrows, but
genius steals”.
2.) As for misogyny and homophobia, we must remember that
Gregg Gillis did not write any of
these lyrics. That said, as he chooses them, he is directly responsible
for their use in his song. I would
argue that it is common sense not
to confuse the message with the
messenger. Is the murder and drug
abuse on At Folsom Prison less
offensive simply because the language is less graphic? There is just
as much misogyny and homophobia in so called “classic rock”, it just
happens to be less explicit. I would
hope that most students at UPS
are smart enough to recognize of-

CLOTHING

continued FROM page 3

of being honest about the superficiality of the industry.
There is nothing wrong with
buying clothes because they look
good, but the retailer should not
pretend that there is anything
more to the clothes than making the consumer feel good.
In a country where more and
more people are losing their jobs
every day, the idea of retail based
on a manufactured ideal is a scary
proposition. We as consumers need
to realize that these practices of association-selling exist, and also realize that becoming active and getting
outside has nothing to with a $160
2-ply nylon jacket from a store with
fake wood paneling: it has to do
with our own self-motivation and
inspiration. Buy the jacket because it
looks snazzy, not because it’ll make
you a better mountaineer — it won’t.

fensive lyrics, and not be taken in
by them. People who worry about
the message of lyrics worry about
them because they, condescendingly, think that they’re going to
have a negative impact on the listener. Please, give us some credit.
We’re smarter than that. Finally, I
will use the same argument here
that I used last week during the
Vagina Monologues controversy.
The beauty of our Freedom of
Expression is that it allows Free
Speech for everyone, even if you
find their message offensive. Let’s
not fall into that old liberal trap of
allowing free speech and then being outraged when someone uses it
to say something offensive. And, if
we’re going to nitpick, I would also
argue that playing such graphically sexual lyrics on top of Gimme’
Some Lovin’ provides an interesting commentary on the track itself, and in that regard, is nothing
more than an auditory joke. This,
professor Dillman, is meta-music,
which is, if nothing else, indicative
of our chop-shopped, 99cent song,
hyper-fast, i-pod world. Gregg Gil-

lis is using this form because he has
something to say about pop-music,
old and new.
3.) As for your arguments about
Microsoft, I would tell you that adhominem attacks on someone just
because they use a PC are, and I
hate to sound antagonistic, sophomoric, a logical fallacy if there ever
was one. Furthermore you call out
Gillis’ for being a “copyright criminal” and a “parasite” and later call
out Microsoft for supporting “outrageously long copyright protection [and] freedom-killing digital
rights management”. Let’s not worry about the artist’s business deals;
let’s look at the music on its own
terms, and we’ll then look at your
argument on its.
4.) As for Mr. Gillis being a
“worshiper of technology”, you are
correct that “electronic gadgetry
doesn’t get less creative”. That however, does not mitigate the creativity that goes into Mr. Gillis’ music.
Not just anyone can do that, and I
for one, would like to see you try.
He is simply using a new medium,
as the electric guitar or wah-wah

G r i zz L i s t
Submit your posts to
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu
Your post should include a brief description, a category
(Sale, Service or Event) and a campus e-mail address.
We will run your ads for two weeks, but feel free to post
them again.
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pedal once was. I think that I would
rather watch someone who has creatively mastered a craft on their
computer than watch your average
band hack out the same G, C, and
D chords over and over again. Creativity is creativity, regardless of the
medium.
5.) Does every song need to be
political? There is a time and a place
for that, and music can indeed be
a powerful tool to influence social
change. The key word there being
can. Most bands that claim to be
political only pay lip service to the
idea. How many so called “political” bands put their money where
their mouth is, so to speak? Furthermore, Girl Talk is dance music.
Can there be political dance music?
Of course. What is it going to accomplish? Not a damn thing. As I
said earlier, we’re there to dance.
There is a time and a place for politics. This is not it.
6.) Furthermore, I would castigate you for imposing your political
views in a piece of music criticism.
Though I (and most likely a majority of the campus) agree with what
seem to be mostly traditionally liberal views, an article dealing with
music criticism is hardly the time or
place. The job of the professor is to
provide students with all viewpoints,
not inundate them with theirs.
I hope to see you on the dance
floor.
—Isaac Olson

Sales:
• Subletter needed this summer. $400 a month
on 21st and Lawrence. Shoot me an e-mail!
E-mail: eraisl@pugetsound.edu
• Seeking a SUMMER SUBLETTER to live in
a SINGLE ROOM in THE SQUIRE.
E-mail: lvendl@pugetsound.edu
• Four-person house for rent next year on 21st
and Union. $350/person/month, inc. utilities!
E-mail: randbam@hotmail.com

Tickets are
$6.50 with
your
student ID!

A TOWN CALLED
Starts
PANIC (NR)
Friday!
Fri: 1:45, 6:30
Sat/Sun: 11:50a, *1:45, 6:30
Mon-Thurs: 1:45, 6:30

* A discussion will follow Saturday’s 1:45pm showig

THE HURT
LOCKER
(R)

Fri-Thurs: 3:45, 8:30

THE LAST STATION

(R)

Fri: 1:55, 4:20, 6:45, 9:10

Sat/Sun: 11:30a, 1:55, 4:20, 6:45, 9:10

Mon-Thurs: 1:55, 4:20, 6:45, 9:10

NORTH FACE

(NR)

Fri-Sun: 12:45, 3:30, 6:15, 8:55
Mon-Thurs: 3:30, 6:15, 8:55

CRAZY HEART

(R)

Fri: 2:10, 4:35, 7:00, 9:25
Sat/Sun: 11:40a, 2:10, 4:35, 7, 9:25
Mon-Thurs: 2:10, 4:35, 7:00, 9:25
www.GrandCinema.com

Dear Campus,
Due to recent controversy
surrounding the popular Hey
You section of The Trail, the
service has been temporarily
removed. Because the section
is intended to be a public forum for student voices, we
need your feedback concerning our Hey You acceptance
policy.
Our most recent policy stated that we would not publish
Hey Yous that explicitly referred to individuals or made
references to drugs and/or alcohol. All Hey Yous have been
designated as opinions completely independent of those
held by The Trail, ASUPS and
the University.
What do you think? Share
your suggestions through our
Hey You box in Diversions
Cafe or an e-mail to trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu
It is our hope that we can
form a new, comprehensive
policy soon and we are eager
to hear your thoughts.
			
–The Trail
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State targets higher ed. for possible budget cuts

As the state legislature attempts to cut $2.6 billion from the 2010-11 state budget, the
Washington State Work Study program is slated for a substantial budget decrease

I

By JACK TODD
n the coming weeks, the
Washington State budget will
be finalized, and even newer
budget cuts may be revealed.
Many students may not be
thinking about how these cuts may
or may not affect them, but the reality is that Puget Sound students
should be paying close attention to
what is cut and what is not; included in these budget changes could be
large cuts to the University’s funding for financial aid programs. 170
Puget Sound students receive Washington State Need Grants. 300 benefit from Washington’s State Work
Study program. Ten are Washington Scholars. Seven participate in
the Future Teachers program and
two in the Passport for Foster Youth
Program. Currently Puget Sound
students receive $1.6 million in assistance from the state. These statewide budget cuts could affect these
Puget Sound students.
The Washington State budget goes
through three rounds of negotiations in front of the state legislature
before final approval. The first budget, released in December, required
Governor Chris Gregoire to provide
a balanced budget that did not assume any new financial resources
for use in state spending. The second budget, which was released in
January, included assumptions for
some new revenues and restored
$779 million in funding to some of
the programs that the first budget
had eliminated or reduced. Some of
the funding to the Washington State
Need Grant Program was restored,
but the budget still did not include
funding for the Washington State
Work Study Program.
“The worst case is that we get no
funding for SWS,” said Maggie Mittuch, Associate Vice President for
Student Financial Services. “The
best case scenario we imagine is that

there will be something like a 30%
reduction across the board for this
program.”
“Washingtonians are committed to…enhancing the value to all
from our higher education system,”
said Gregoire in a letter she released
alongside her January budget. Gregoire emphasized that the first version of her budget was not true to
the values that she believes in but
she was forced to make massive cuts
to social services and educational
aid due to the Washington budgeting process.
Whether state aid is fully restored is not the only threat to Puget
Sound’s financial aid from the state.
Even after budget money is assigned
to programs the state’s allocation of
that money to Puget Sound may still
be further restricted.
Last year the Higher Education
Coordinating Board told Puget
Sound and other Washington
schools that they needed to make
sure that a greater majority of their
SWS funding should be in support
of Washington Residents in work
study. Requirements were changed
so that no more than 15 percent of
SWS program funds could be provided to non-residents. Puget Sound
financial services was able to reallocate student employment funding
between its Federal and State work
study programs to meet the new requirements without impacting students’ jobs.
“This year I think we might expect a further tightening of restrictions on the usage of the state work
study allocations. We don’t know
what those restrictions will be yet
though so we have to wait to learn,
and then try to adjust in a way that
complies with the requirements but
has the least impact on students,”
said Mittuch.
Should Puget Sound lose its funding for Washington State aid, it will
not be able to fully backfill the loss

Contact Your representatives
Debbie Regala: To contact Regala, either write a letter to 233 John
A. Cherberg Building, PO Box 40427, Olympia, WA 98504-0427 or
call (360) 786-7652. You can also visit http://www.leg.wa.gov/pages/
home.aspx.
Governor Christine Gregoire: To contact Gregoire, send letter to
P.O. Box 40002, Olympia, WA, 98504-0002 or call (360)-902-4111.
Visit www.governor.wa.gov for more information.
Independent Colleges of Washington: To contact the Independent
Colleges of Washington Organization, write to 600 Stewart Street,
Suite 600, Seattle, WA 98101 or call (206) 623-4494. For more information visit http://www.icwashington.org/.
using other sources of revenue.
“We have far more requests for
need-based aid than we used to,”
said Mittuch. “We sometimes have
to direct students to lending programs, which is not always what we
want to do”
To attack the problem of a potential loss in our State Work Study
funding, the Career Services and
Employment team has been assessing the potential impacts of a reduced or suspended State Work
Study program. They are developing strategies to best address the
problem, which might include redistribution of awards from State to
Federal Work Study, adjustments in
award amounts, reduction in nonneed-based work awards to preserve
funding for a higher number of Federal Work Study awards, and assistance in finding off-campus employment alternatives.
“More than 73,000 students in
our state receive need-based financial aid that enables them to attend
a college or university in Washington,” said President Ron Thomas in
conjunction with PLU President Loren Anderson in a piece published in
The News Tribune on Feb. 4. “Some
tough decisions are being made by

our elected representatives as they
try to hammer out a budget. Hard
choices are in front of them, to be
sure. But one choice they can’t afford
to make is to tell more than 73,000
qualified young men and women
that they can’t go to college.”
Budget cuts would not only affect the undergraduate students on
campus, but also those attending
the University of Puget Sound for
graduate school. “Graduate students
are the biggest losers in all this,” said
Mittuch. “Most of the graduate students here participate in the off campus state work study program but
are not Washington state residents.”
In addition to the student body,
if the cuts do go through they will
also affect local employers. Programs such as the Boys and Girls
Club may not be able to afford to pay
their worker costs if the state ceases to cover 30 percent of the cost of
their employee wages.
The University has been proactive
in its approach to the looming budget cuts and a number of plans have
been undertaken to try and preemptively make up for lost sources of aid
to the school.
Within the student financial services office, a number of changes

have been made over the past few
years to streamline services and expand access while simultaneously
reducing costs. “We didn’t fill open
positions after switching to direct
lending because we didn’t need to
and the money that we saved could
go toward the campus,” said Mittuch. The funds saved from projects
like these have been used to offset
lost aid. Pushing self-service has cut
costs dramatically while simultaneously allowing the Student Financial Services office to preserve their
quality of service and in many respects expand and improve upon it.
In the past week some of the finalized budget changes have begun to
be finalized.
“There is nothing finalized yet,
but it looks like there is good chance
that the Need Grant program will be
minimally impacted, and the State
Work Study program reduced by
perhaps one-third, but continued,”
said Mittuch.
The final budget will not be released until later this month, though
the date is not set in stone. Furthermore, Maggie Mittuch will not
know how much of the existing state
aid budget will be allocated to Puget
Sound until after the financial aid
packages are released by the financial aid office. However, there are
many things that students can do to
help restore budget funding to higher education aid programs. Contact
State Senator Debbie Regala, the
Pierce County representative. Call
or e-mail the governor’s office. In
addition keep track of the news put
out by The Independent Colleges
of Washington, a group that is lobbying to restore aid to college students.
“Students have to understand that
their voices are the loudest,” said
Mittuch. “We don’t ask students for
help unless we need it — so if they
hear from us they should listen.”

Students find S.U.B.’s culinary diversity subpar
By ANDY GALBRAITH
Students who frequent the
S.U.B. for meals know that often
the food is subpar. Chicken strips,
french fries, taco salads and even
the sandwich line get old and tiresome. When one walks into the
S.U.B. hungry only to realize there
is absolutely nothing on any of the
menus that sounds appetizing, it’s
a sign that alternative options must
be found.
While there is a wealth of flavorful spots to eat in the neighborhoods around campus, it is a shame
to spend real money when there are
points on an ID card waiting to be
swiped away, and while pizza from
the Cellar is fine for the occasional
dinner, it cannot cover every meal.
Luckily, there are a number of creative eating options waiting to be
found. All it takes is a little creativity and imagination to satisfy the
taste buds.
For a wealth of ideas a few mouse
clicks away, the fledgling Facebook
group “Creative Food Options: The
SUB,” has a growing list of S.U.B.
recipes. Though the group is only a
few weeks old, more than 260 students have already joined and started posting their personal favorite
meal options. Putting together a
bagel breakfast sandwich using a
toasted bagel, scrambled eggs and
bacon from Full Fare and a slice of
cheese from the sandwich station is
among the better options for a tasty
breakfast. For a sweet desert that

“I try to avoid the Grill
whenever possible, so
I get my grilled cheese
sandwiches from the
sandwich station...”
—Shelby Cauley

hasn’t potentially been sitting in a
case for several days, rice pudding
can be crafted by putting steamed
rice from Pac Rim, vanilla soy milk
and some cinnamon and sugar in
a bowl, adding raisins or granola
to taste, mixing well and heating it
in the microwave. The possibilities
are many, and more students are
adding to the list all the time.
The Facebook group, however, is
not the only source for tips to have
an enjoyable dining experience.
Friends and classmates often have
their own favorite creations and
are more than willing to share their
ideas. Norah Atkinson is a big fan
of her honey-BBQ chicken strips
recipe, one of her favorite meals,
that she discovered her freshman
year. She combines a half-order of
chicken strips, two packets of honey and barbeque sauce. To make it,
“Tear apart the chicken strips, place
them in a cup, squeeze the packets
of honey and barbeque sauce on
top, put a lid on the cup and, holding the lid on firmly, shake the cup
like a martini for 20 seconds. Pop
off the lid, grab a fork, and enjoy!”
It might result in sticky fingers, but

ASUPS photo services/hattie lindsley

Finding Alternatives: Students have begun posting recipes using existing S.U.B. food on Facebook.
that’s more than a fair trade-off for bread and cheese open-faced, which is no need to give up hope. These are
a delicious meal.
makes me feel better about the fact just a few of the ways to make S. U.
Shelby Cauley has her own that I am consuming nothing but B. food interesting again. Though
unique method of enjoying a grilled bread and cheese,” says Cauley. For it requires a little ingenuity and incheese sandwich. “I try to avoid the variety, she recommends students spiration, there are countless possiGrill whenever possible, so I get “spice things up with a fancy slice bilities when you think outside the
my grilled cheese sandwiches, bet- of pepper jack or complement a box. Keep an eye on the Facebook
ter known as ‘cheese toasties’ to steamy bowl of tomato soup with a group, post your own ideas for oththe Brits, from the sandwich sta- slice of the real thing.”
ers to enjoy, and ask friends and
tion. Instead of slathering bread in
For students with a meal plan classmates to discover what secret
butter and frying it, they toast the craving variety in their diets, there concoctions are out there.
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Student reflects on micro-credit culture
By JENI OPPENHEIMER
Guest Writer

L

ittle hands grip at the
bars of the airport gate
in Dhaka, Bangladesh;
babies who sit on their
mothers’ hips have already learned to leave one hand
open, always begging for money.
Dhaka is a city that was built
for 5 million but has swollen over
the past few decades to fit the
13 million inhabitants that now
fill the always traffic jammed
streets.
The first week upon arrival in
Dhaka, all you can notice is the
pollution, where the smog is so
thick it actually hurts your head
to breathe.
CNGs (Compressed Natural
Gas vehicles), which are more
like cages running on lawnmower engines than actual taxis, fill
the roads with noise pollution
that drifts into every building.
In Dhaka, sewage sits in gutters that people pee into off of
the sidewalk, and the smell accosts your nose, and lingers in
your clothing fibers long after
you have left the stench of the
streets.
“You have learned to use a
shawl as shield from the pollution?” My CNG driver Koto Taka
asks me.
Critics in the developed world
claim this country has poverty
and overpopulation problems,
which is true. However, the Bengali society is resilient to many of
the woes that accompany these
problems.
In Bangladesh alcohol and drug
abuse are not prevalent, sexually
transmitted diseases are rare and
families tend to stay together. In
2009 the crime rate was relatively
low, with an estimated 2.6 homicides per 100,000 people.
While Bangladesh is still considered to be a “developing”
country by most outsiders, it is
growing at a rapid rate considering it only gained independence
39 years ago from Pakistan,
which gained its independence
from India in 1947.
One aspect of Bangladesh’s
success is due to the fact it is a
Muslim country. As a result of
their religious devotion, Bengalis
have low divorce rates and tend
to give heavily to charity.
This culture that emphasizes
charity is evidenced by the large
number of NGOs (non-governmental organizations) operating
within the country.
Over 26,000 registered NGOs
are operating within the country, with a much higher number
of nonprofits that have not been
registered.
A large amount of NGO success has been credited to the
Grameen Bank. Grameen Bank
was started in 1983 by Mohammad Yunus, an economics professor in Bangladesh who developed the idea of micro-credit, a
system by which extremely small
loans are given out to help the
impoverished start businesses. In
2006 Mohammad Yunus won the
Nobel peace prize for his work
with Grameen Bank.
“Just look for the tall building,
the Grameen Bank is the only one
and everyone knows where it is,”
a Bengali told me when I asked
for directions to the Grameen
headquarters.
“Banking for the poor” is
Grameen’s motto, and the bank
gives small loans to women to
help them start businesses that
will allow them to pull their families out of poverty.
Initially, Grameen was an ex-
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Dhaka,
Bangladesh:
This city of
more than 13
million has
developed
rapidly over
the past few
decades.
Institutions
like Grameen
Bank have
helped to lift
many citizens
out of poverty
through
micro-loans.
Grameen
Bank makes
loans primarily
to women
entrepreneurs.
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periment that started with $27
that was loaned out to 43 borrowers without collateral. Since then,
Grameen Bank has grown to be
one of the largest banks in Bangladesh and it operates in 84,487
villages with this number growing every year.
There are over 20 sister organizations housed at the Grameen
headquarters that Mohammad
Yunus started, all of which serve
the poor in some way.
This institution is a representation of the Bengali culture, which
values people and their relationships and the power of individual
charity.
The many savings account
holders who forgo accepting in-

terest and the women borrowers who volunteer to lead group
meetings are evidence of this
community-based culture.
Although Bangladesh is developing quickly, it is still plagued
by a number of problems both
natural and social that slow the
alleviation of poverty.
Each year monsoons destroy
large parts of the agricultural
economy, which makes up a significant portion of Bengali GDP.
Around Dhaka, arsenic was
discovered in the shallow-level
groundwater in the ‘90’s, meaning that all of the wells drilled by
UNICEF prior to that had been
slowly poisoning people. To get
arsenic-free water here, one has

to drill at least 30 meters below
ground level.
Some of the NGOs dealing with
these problems are large, international organizations like World
Vision. There are also many local
non-profit businesses that were
established within the country
by native Bengalis.
The success of these nonprofits is regarded as an anomaly, considering Bangladesh is
ranked as one of the more corrupt countries in the world. Bangladesh ranks 139 out of 180 on
the 2009 corruption perceptions
index survey, just behind Nigeria and Uganda and just ahead of
Pakistan.
On my visit to Dhaka, the per-

ceptions of some of the local students on corruption in Bangladesh were that it was a positive
aspect of their society, rather
than a negative one. “Corruption actually helps development.
It allows things to get done
quickly for bribery,” said Nazir
Sabri, a graduate student at the
University of Dhaka.
“Bangladesh is a less-developed India, like going back in
time,” said Munaf Kachwala, a
member of the Indian Diaspora
living in the United States.
The everyday charm of Bengali society, however, quickly becomes apparent in conversation
with those who live here. It is a
place where strangers greet foreigners by saying “Hello sister.”
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New shrubbery blockade causes massive
pedestrian pileup around Jones Circle
By KIRK CLARK
Rescuers are still pulling out annoyed and inconvenienced students from the massive pileup that
occurred behind the new shrub
display in Jones Circle. Witnesses of the horrific event claim it was
something out of a nightmare.
“I saw it all happen,” Puget Sound
sophomore Susan Jordan said, eager
to be interviewed about something.
“I was coming out of Howarth and
saw a mountain of people fumbling
behind one of those new shrubs the
school planted. It was just terrible.
They were all trying to use the usual shortcut across the grass and it
wasn’t working.”
Analysts say the pile-up was unfortunate, mainly because it was so
avoidable. The events leading up
to the disaster began several weeks
ago, when the muddy path across
the Jones Circle field was replaced
by an inviting new strip of turf, but
then obstructed by an elaborate
shrub display.
“We knew there might be a problem,” head landscape architect and
leader of the recent renovation,
Sidney Paulers said. “I personally
warned the school that there could
be serious consequences to tampering with things that shouldn’t be
tampered with. Anyone who has
ever seen ‘Jurassic Park’ knows that
nature always finds a way. If these
students want to cut across the grass,
dammit, they’ll try to cut across the
grass, no matter how dangerous the
consequences.”
An estimated 160 lunch dates

By BYRON MILLS

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/ALLEN WARD

Tyranny: On a recent sunny weekend the University crushed the democratic voice of dozens of
students who worked hard to blaze a trail across the wild, unpaved landscape in the Jones loop.
were delayed, and nearly 200 students were upwards of one minute
late to class after the recent catastrophe, which is now being coined
“The Jones Circle Massacre.”
“I had agreed to meet a friend of
mine in front of the Info Desk for
lunch, but when I saw the shrub
blocking my way there, I knew I’d
never make it on time,” pileup survivor Aaron Bilestone said.

“I’ve always been told that punctuality is my best quality — I’ve
never been late for anything in my
life — and this new shrub display
has me completely shaken. If the
school can just blockade my shortcuts whenever it wants, who’s to say
where it will happen next? Will I
go into my room tonight and find
a shrub blocking the way to my
bed? This is ridiculous and must be

stopped,” Bilestone said.
The growing number of survivors who are calling for immediate action. Given the ugliness of the
situation, the school is now considering whether the single shrub
that blocks the way should be removed, and whether a bark chip
path should now be made across
the grass, possibly lined with free
drinks and snacks.

Eunuch band opens for Girl Talk, Politician blames killer whale
pull rug out from under audience incident on violent video games
By CARLA DOBSON
On Sunday night the Girl Talk
concert, which was slated to begin
at 7:30 p.m., was inexplicably postponed to allow for an opening act
that surprised and disappointed
many.
“I had my shiny tube top and eye
shadow all ready to go, and then I
get to the concert and I see these
people on stage. At first I thought,
‘Oh, John Mayer must be performing,’ and then I looked closer and
had no idea what was going on. It
was just some girly man and some
other dude who looked like he’d forgotten all but one piece of his drum
set,” Betty Shaken, a sophomore at
Puget Sound, said.
A source close to the ASUPS
Popular Entertainment office confirmed that the opening act was in
fact a band made up entirely of eunuchs. The band goes by the name
Eunuch Shmunuch and is known
for its high notes and lack of testicles. Their website says they have
opened for numerous electronic
artists including but not limited to
M.I.A., Underworld and The Prodigy.
The student body’s reaction was
unanimous; they had come for hot
mashups but what they got was easy
listening. The worst part of the entire situation was the eunuch’s way
of handling the dissent. Rather
than relenting, they insinuated that
girls in the front row loved them
and made self-satisfied comments
about themselves. There are rumors
that one student actually jammed
ballpoint pens in his ears upon the
third praising mention of the name
“Deego,” the eunuch drummer.
Some students, however, made

God’s recreational
habits becoming
very annoying,
lethal for mortals

the best of the situation, attempting
to use the sounds as background for
conversations. Some of the more
energetic did their best to dance but
soon found it impossible.
The concert was quickly becoming a disaster, with people asking
event officials to lower the basketball hoops and opting to sell the
drugs they had intended to use.
Even when Girl Talk made his
way to the stage, there seemed to be
no hope for the failed concert until two men stepped onto stage with
an incredible invention: toilet paper blowers. This crafty weapon is
quickly becoming the most popular
concert appliance after glow sticks.
While there will only be leaves
for wiping in the Field House for
the next two weeks, there are few
complaints seeing as how awesome
it was to dance while toilet paper
rained down upon fans.

By RICK RANDO
The recent death in a SeaWorld
aquarium at the jaws of a killer whale known as Tilikum has
shocked the water-based community. Not surprisingly, Republican
Senator Frank Baker (Tenn.) has attributed the senseless murder to the
influence of violent video games.
“I don’t know how many more
people need to be killed before we
remove games like Grand Theft
Orca, wHalo and Whale Call of
Duty from the shelves,” Baker said.
Baker and a large group of other Republican senators feel that
violence has no place in popular
entertainment. Even games as innocent-sounding as Tony Hawk’s
Pro Whaler can lead to violent
whale attitudes. Several thousand
killer whales have, in the past eight
months alone, killed over one million seals and other marine animals. These whales have shown al-

most no remorse whatsoever in
their killing.
“Look at this video game! Just
look at it! Super Smash Whale 64?
More like Let’s Murder Everything
We Can Find 64! The messages that
these games are sending our adolescent whales is unbelievably negative. Why do we allow the whales
we care most about to ruin their
lives and murder innocent strangers for entertainment? That’s not
America. That’s not America at all,”
Baker said.
New legislation is about to hit
the Senate floor, but many think the
new bills will not be enough to appease Baker and his fellows. Tilikum was known to have played several of the video games that Baker
has deemed violent.
Though this has been one of the
first murders attributed to a killer
whale, it will certainly not be the
last.

This week, the poor mortals of
planet Earth suffered a little more
due to God’s incessant sporting.
On Saturday, Feb. 27, Chile experienced one of the greatest earthquakes of all time, which caused an
estimated 700 deaths and an inestimable amount of sheer annoyance
for humanity.
Speculations from the science
community are attributing the disaster to one of several hobbies with
which God seems to be currently
amusing himself.
“Well, we know for sure at this
point that thunder means he is
bowling, and some believe that
smaller earthquakes could be the
result of gutter balls. But something
of this magnitude suggests that God
may have taken up something like
Sumo wrestling,” John Merideth of
the U.S. Geological Survey said.
While this conclusion does seem
to fit with the levels of annoyance
and death mortals have been facing, some other scientists are quick
to point out the recently devastating disaster in Haiti.
Geophysicist Polly Rembrine explained, “While I agree with Dr.
Merideth’s approach to this situation, it appears that God is probably in the process of learning something more complex than Sumo.
The distance between Haiti and
Chile seems to suggest some form
of stomping pattern made by God,
which leads me to believe he might
finally be trying his hand or foot
at something more like Irish Step
Dancing.”
The debate over which activities he is taking part in is becoming
quite heated. The fact that nobody
can agree on exactly what God is
up to is only making the greater
human population more annoyed
with Him.
One Tacoma resident voiced her
opinion on the matter, saying, “It
used to be so simple when he would
say, ‘Moses, get ready, I’m going to
be practicing my smiting today.’ Or
like the time he told Adam he was
sick of playing hide-and-seek with
him and his bare-ass wife. These
days it’s all guesswork, and until
someone comes out with an App to
predict his moods, we’re all gonna
stay annoyed and keep on dying.”
Despite this general unrest, God
does not seem to be showing any
signs of fatigue. At press time, God
was apparently engaged of some
form of water balloon fight over the
Atlantic with someone named Xynthia, which so far has killed dozens
of humans and pissed off countless
more.
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Going Dancing

After a 23-4 regular season record, the Loggers are headed
to March Madness for the fourth time in five years
By DAVID SKOLNIK
For years now the Puget Sound
women’s basketball team has been
winning like it is second nature. The
Loggers have finished with at least
18 wins every season since 20012002, including five seasons of over
20 wins. Over this span the program has built a tradition of greatness based on the simple principles
of hard work and defense.
If you went to a game this year,
what you probably remember are
the offensive explosions the team
was capable of. They averaged over
65 points per game and were led by
the leading scorer in the NWC, senior guard Claire Ely (Walnut Creek,
Calif.). But according to this team,
it’s never been about the offense, be-

cause their scoring comes as a product of the hard work that they put in
on the defensive end of the floor.
“It’s Logger tradition. Every year,
no matter what the makeup of the
team is, we always work extremely hard and get after it on defense,”
Said Ely. “We play defense, we work
hard, we get the job done.”
In fact, this team has been so consistent over the last eight years it
surprises Ely that other teams in the
conference have not figured out the
seemingly obvious secret to success.
“It seems like a fairly simple concept, to just play defense, but it’s
amazing how well it works. It surprises me other teams don’t have the
same focus.”
The Logger tradition was put to
the test this season by a team that

has been forced to rely on major
contributions from a group of incoming freshmen.
”It’s been tough, no getting
around it, but our freshmen have
done a great job stepping up this
year,” Ely said. “They are eager to
learn and will do anything to get the
team a win.”
There was no drop off this year
from a team that lost three seniors
last year. In fact, because they were
immediately thrown into the mix,
the young players on this year’s team
have not only contributed to this
teams’ success but they have had
practice bearing the torch of Logger
tradition. Now they know what Ely
and the rest of the upperclassmen
know about what it will take for this
team to continue to hold their spot

Freshman

#33, Lindsay Layland
7.1 points, 6.1 rebounds per game

Senior

#11, Claire Ely

NWC Player of the Year

Sophomore

#31, Jocelyn Riordan
13.6 points per game

at the top of the NWC.
“Every year the work ethic required to be at the top of our conference is passed down to the underclassmen, and the tradition carries
on,” Ely said. “I know the team next
year will have another great year
and the returning players will teach
the new freshmen what Logger basketball is all about.”
Tradition is defined as the handing down of beliefs and customs
from generation to generation, especially by practice.
For years the new generations of
Logger women’s basketball players
have been taught that hard work
and defense breed success. They
have practiced these customs every
day and have seen the rewards first
hand.

Next year these same beliefs will
be passed on to the next generation
of freshmen and the Loggers tradition of success will continue into the
future of the program.
But for now, the Loggers will focus on trying to make it past the
high-octane University of Redlands
in the first round of the NCAA tournament.
The Bulldogs average 65 points
per game as well, and have deadly
accuracy from all over the floor. If
the Loggers are able to shut down
sophomore sensation Courtney
Carroll, they will have succeeded
in doing what many teams failed at.
Logger tradition is strong, and another date with George Fox in the
second round would be a great way
to show that to the country.

Freshman

#14, Kelsey McKinnis

9.7 points per game, 35 percent 3PT
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Track and Field hosts first meet at Baker Stadium
By HANNAH CHASE
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Jump Start: Track and Field hopes to launch ’10 the right way.

The Loggers opened the 2010
track and field season Jan. 16 at the
UW Preview Meet in Seattle, Wash.
in the Dempsey Indoor meet. Hayley Walker (Cambria, Calif.) had a
personal best, posting a record of
10:59.18 in the 3000m allowing her
to move to eighth position in the
top ten list.
Indoor season finished on Feb.
14 and concluded on a high note.
The previous meet on Feb. 12
proved to be an important meet
for senior runner Francis Reynolds
(Palo Alto, Calif.) who competes in
the 5000m as well as the 10000m.
He was one of three non-Division
I athletes in his heat of the 5000m
run and came in eighth out of the
18-person field. It was a highlight
moment for the team as this accomplishment allows Reynolds
to compete for a spot in the 2010
NCAA DIII Indoor Track and Field
Championships on Mar. 12-13.
“I have run four indoor meets
and am running a fifth next weekend in hopes of qualifying for the

indoor national championships
on March 13. I need to post one of
the 12 fastest times in the nation
to make it in. Two weeks ago I hit
the provisional mark in the 5000m
but am currently sitting at 21st in
the nation. I can ‘guestimate’ that
I’ll need to run about ten seconds
faster in order to qualify for the national championships,” Reynolds
said.
It is dedication as well as perseverance that is allowing the track
and field team to feel secure as well
as prepared during their meets.
This is a grand feat considering the
rocky start that the team experienced during training.
“When we got back to campus in
January, it was evident that people
were not where they should have
been. However you can see people’s
fitness coming back as we enter
March and the outdoor campaign,”
Reynolds said.
The goal for the track and field
team as whole is to send as many
athletes as possible to the conference meet on April 23-24 in Spokane, Wash. Last season Puget

Sound did not have a good showing at conference and it is the team’s
wish to improve upon this.
However, as of now Reynolds, Walker and senior Caitlin
McGrane are proving to be the athletes to beat as each is experiencing a strong start to the season.
Sophomore sprinter Andrea Leiken (Portland, Ore.) is also proving
to have a strong season. On Feb.
14 Leiken posted a record of 27.69
in the 400m dash at the 2010 UW
Open Meet.
“So far I think that I am off to a
good start. I do not wish to be negative about last season, but I believe
that this season is going far better
than last season. It’s been a positive
season for me as well as the rest of
team,” Leiken said.
The Loggers will host Lewis &
Clark, Seattle Pacific, and Western Washington tomorrow during
their first home meet of the season.
It is a chance to prove themselves
to their fellow Loggers that they
are on the road to the conference
championships.

Student apathy, indifference leads to empty seats on game day
By ZACK BANKS
Where have the Logger fans
gone? One thing is for sure, not
many of them lie within our current student body.
I was debating which Logger
sport to focus this editorial on earlier this week, and I received some
feedback from a fellow student that
brought this issue to my attention.
“Well, if you write it on any one
particular sport, the only people
who are going to care about the article are the people who play that
sport,” he said.
It was then I realized just how
few students really care about
Puget Sound sports.
The vast array of varsity and club
sports available at Puget Sound has
offered many students the opportunity to demonstrate their athletic prowess while donning a Puget
Sound jersey.
However, there simply is nobody
there for them to play for. The majority of Logger fans at athletic
events are parents, faculty and other student-athletes. Overall, Puget
Sound’s campus is plagued with
apathy when it comes to supporting athletes.
For example, how often was
Baker Stadium packed to capacity
for a home football game this season or any season for that matter?
I have yet to ever see this happen.
One might contend this is because
the team has not traditionally done
well. However, if our athletic teams
need to be of national championship caliber to draw attention, then
pretty much every Logger team
should expect to see a minimal
turnout at their events for quite
some time.
Surely students do make their
way out to baseball and softball
games on particularly nice spring
afternoons in Tacoma, and some
do stay for a quarter or two of a
football or basketball game, but
this school seriously lacks avid,
die-hard fans.
To contrast our campus support
for our athletic programs to that of
any large state school would honestly be embarrassing. Students at
these institutions who have never
stepped foot on an athletic field in
their lives live and die on the performance of their team.
Campuses rage as mobs of rowdy, school-color clad college students flock to basketball and foot-

ball games even in the bleakest of
seasons. That student body presence at our athletic events just isn’t
even remotely the same.
So why are we so different from
these bigger schools when it comes
to supporting athletics? There are
several reasons for such a high level of indifference in Puget Sound
sports and virtually all of them go
beyond students intentionally not
caring.
First, I asked several students if
they knew the outcome of the girl’s
basketball game against George
Fox this past weekend, which was a
relatively significant event in Puget
Sound athletics this season. Each
person I spoke to provided a similar response. They were busy with
homework and had not taken the
time to find out. Possibly the most
prominent reason for such a low
student turnout at athletic events is
that students at Puget Sound have
higher academic standards to meet
than state schools and are required
to put much more time into it; time
which could be used (unwisely in
the eyes of many) to support athletics.
Second, Puget Sound students
are by and large very involved in
campus life in other ways. Most
students at this school have found
one of the numerous non-athletic
programs this school offers to become involved in. With such a demanding academic load and other campus involvement, these
students may have run out of time
to mix in a trip to the basketball or
football game.
After attempting to uncover the
reasons for such low student interest in our sports teams, it became
clear to me that this school has
a much broader focus than state
schools when it comes to campus
life. It’s part of the liberal arts ideology of the school.
However, our athletes do not receive enough support or recognition for the time and effort they put
forth on the field. After all, many
of them are involved in other campus activities and all of them face
the same academic demands as the
rest of the campus.
As spring sports kick off, it is a
great time for us as a campus community to recognize our lack of
support. Let’s make a lasting effort
to eliminate apathy toward Logger’s athletics.
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Pump Up: A packed house is a rarity on campus, often leaving the cheerleading squad overstaffed.
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“The Last of the Boys” finale tonight Professor

DeHart
publishes
book
By SID GAINES
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Performance: Puget Sound students and community actors join forces to present a staged reading of “The Last of the Boys.”

By KRISTA CURRY
“The Last of the Boys,” a staged
reading, is a collaboration between University of Puget Sound
and Northwest Playwrights Alliance (NPA) as part of Northwest Playwrights Alliance’s staged
reading series.
It will be performed March 3-5
around Tacoma, with the March
4 performance at University of
Puget Sound.
“[NPA] is an organization that’s
meant to help and be of service
to Northwest playwrights. They
do a monthly reading of a new
play at the Seattle Repertory The-

atre each month and they’ve begun working more and more as
collaborators with other theatre
organizations,” Bryan Sullivan,
NPA intern and Puget Sound senior, said.
“NPA does a lot with new works,
such as workshops, and bringing
in professional playwrights to
work on new plays…but there’s
also a commitment to already-established local playwrights. That’s
where this falls, because it’s working with an already-established
local playwright,” Sullivan said.
Professor and director of “The
Last of the Boys,” Marilyn Bennett, said, “I was looking for a

contemporary play…with something current and worthwhile to
say. This play deals with Vietnam
vets coming to terms with their
deeds during and perspectives on
that war…this play manages to be
relevant, moving, magical, funny
and poignant, all at one time.”
The play will be a staged reading, so while there will be a set,
costumes, props and blocking,
the actors will be carrying scripts
most of the time.
The cast is composed of both
Puget Sound students and local
actors.
“We assembled a terrific cast of
Tacoma and Seattle actors…with

NPA co-sponsoring us, we decided it should be a combined cast
of community and student actors,
to broaden both the audience and
the experience for the students
involved,” Bennett said.
The final show is tonight,
March 5, at the Tacoma Little
Theatre, at 9:30 p.m. Donations
are encouraged, and all proceeds
go to the Dragoon Raiders Soldiers and Family Fund.
“This diverse company has truly embraced the play, and all are
excited about the run and hopeful that we may be able to find a
place to offer a fully-staged production next year,” Bennett said.

Fox’s ‘Human Target’ deserves chance at second season
By DAVID LEV
Fox Broadcasting Company has
developed a rather nasty reputation over the years for canceling
interesting and original TV shows
after less than one season.
It’s known as the Firefly Effect,
after its most famous victim, the
science fiction series “Firefly,” and
it’s why a lot of people are somewhat cynical about new shows on
Fox.
I’ve been watching one of Fox’s
new series, a mid-season replacement, and I hope that the Firefly Effect will not happen here.
It’s called “Human Target,” an exciting, interesting action-thriller
with an intriguing mystery at its
core, and it’s worth checking out.
“Human Target” focuses on
Christopher Chance, a mysteri-

ous multi-talented man played by
Mark Valley. Chance works as a
private security officer, employed
to both protect his clients and remove the threats on their life.
He is aided by his business
partner Winston, played by Chi
McBride, as well as the evenstranger Guerrero, played by Jackie Earle Haley, whose main role
is to be the guy who knows more
about any subject than any man
ever should.
The three main characters are
really what sell the show. Valley
plays a goofy and good-natured
guy as Chance, who seems to take
cases at least partially because
they give him an excuse to do all
kinds of awesome feats.
McBride’s Winston serves as the
see TARGET page 12
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Expectations: “Human Target” hopes to avoid the Firefly Effect.

What do Wal-Mart and indigenous Guatemala have in common? This seemingly strange
juxtaposition reveals some of
the surprising ways that neoliberal development efforts in Latin
America have transformed what
it means to be a corporation.
Monica DeHart, Comparative Sociology professor at Puget
Sound, addresses this issue in her
recently-published book, “Ethnic
Entrepreneurs: Identity and Development Politics in Latin America.”
The book takes a longitudinal
ethnographic approach to study
three different development projects. The various sites for DeHart’s
fieldwork included a Mayan indigenous organization in rural
Guatemala, a United Nations initiative that mobilized Latinos in
the U.S. for a digital diaspora and
a collaborative project between
a Mayan organization and WalMart to produce spa and health
products for the global market.
DeHart attempts to understand
how various actors, seemingly disparate, appeared on the development map in the 1990s as a result
of their ethnicity. Her study shows
how their cultural differences became a valuable development resource in the context of the neoliberal norms of decentralization
and self-enterprise.
A very poignant example of this
process at work is in the relationship between Wal-Mart and the
indigenous group in Guatemala.
Imagine an indigenous Guatemalan and a German cosmetic engineer sniffing plants in the forest,
attempting to find valuable cosmetic ingredients in the highlands of Guatemala.
This is one example of how Mayan community members build
upon local resources, indigenous
knowledge and foreign marketing
expertise to develop products that
appeal to the larger global marketplace.
They saw this enterprise as one
way to maintain a rural, indigenous lifestyle in the face of a freetrade regional landscape. This
effort to draw upon cultural difference as a tool for, rather than
as an obstacle to, development is
central to the term “ethnic entrepreneur” proposed by DeHart.
This addition to academic literature provides an extremely valuable asset for understanding development and identity of politics
in Latin America.

Shereen LaPlantz’s art, now
showing at the Collins Memorial Library, proves that sometimes, you can judge a book by
its cover.
LaPlantz, an innovator in the
field of book arts, creatively interprets the contents of books
into a visual, tactile form.
Bindings are twisted, braided,
beribboned; pages are cut into
hearts, folded together, artfully
arranged. When one thinks of a
book, they rarely think about its

visual appeal; at most, one will
consider the graphic design of
the cover.
The LaPlantz exhibit attempts
to embody the inner essence of
a book with an eye-pleasing look
and intriguing design — the pages may open in an unusual way
or the entire book may be formed
into a certain shape.
LaPlantz, a California-based
artist, now deceased, wrote several books redefining the medium of book structure. She believed that the structure of a
book could provide the reader

with as rich an array of information as the book itself does.
The exhibit includes several
of the models she used to teach
book-making classes and some of
her own personal pieces of art.
The Shereen LaPlantz exhibit will be on display at the Collins Memorial Library through
March 12.
Amid studying, move aside
your dull, traditionally-bound
textbooks and take a look at
some unusual books that give
new meaning to the words “literary arts.”
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By IDA POBEREZOVSKY
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Library honors artist, displays hand-made book jackets

Decorative: LaPlantz’s original covers give a new look to books.
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New Kittredge exhibits opened this week
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Techniques: Kittredge exhibits feature different print styles.

Haunted: Sweet’s pieces are meant to evoke eerie emotions.

By MELANIE REIFF

Sweet is entitled “Devotion and
Demonstration,” and includes 14
paintings and prints from the last
few years. The paintings were all
created using thin layers of rich
color, taking after old Dutch masters of art. Many of the paintings
are made to represent saints or
modern-day icons that have taken
on attributes of medieval saints.
While beautifully painted, many
of the pictures include eerie elements such as haunted eyes and
scarred flesh; some depict words
carved into the skin. Notable pieces
include a work piece entitled “Stigmata,” in which the saint represented has self-inflicted wounds of

T

he Kittredge Art Gallery is
presenting two new gallery
shows, which began March
1. “Cross Section: Selected Prints
From the Puget Sound Collection”
is featured in the main gallery, and
the second gallery features a collection of paintings by Evergreen
State College professor Lisa Sweet,
depicting a series of 21st-century
icons that all include symbols and
imagery from medieval and early
Christian art.
“Cross Section” features a mix
of different prints that range from
16th century to present day, and

cover a wide variety of print techniques including woodblocks,
etches and screen prints. There are
25 prints in the collection, which
are all pieces that the University
has acquired through gifts from
students, professors, alumni and
other University patrons. Among
the works are a 19th-century print
about the American Revolution, a
17th-century Japanese woodblock
and works by mid-century artists
such as Grant Wood.
Puget Sound Assistant Professor
of Art Janet Marcavage will give a
gallery talk on the show on Wednesday, April 7 from 3 to 4 p.m.
The exhibition from artist Lisa

Christ, and a portrait of a traditional man where servants wear symbols of present-day weapons and
poisons. The pieces, while haunting, encourage the viewer to think
about the symbolism and meaning
behind them.
“Devotion and Demonstration”
is being shown in conjunction with
the Medieval Association of the
Pacific Conference, which takes
place on the Puget Sound campus
through March 6. Sweet gave a talk
at the conference, and will be back
on campus to give a gallery talk on
her work at Kittredge in April.
Both exhibits opened March 1
and will run until April 10.

New film only at The Grand exceeds expectations
By RYAN ELLIOTT
When I was very young, I would
act out stories with my action figures, making everything up as I
went along. Logic had no relevance;
whatever my imagination could
conjure, I would use. Likewise, the
stop-motion animated film “A Town
Called Panic” tells a zany narrative
with toys.
An exercise in outlandish comedy reminiscent of Adult Swim
programs like “Aqua Teen Hunger
Force” and “Robot Chicken,” every
moment of this award-winning gem
from Belgium is rooted in pure, creative absurdity.
Case in point: The main characters are Horse, Cowboy and Indian.

They live together in a house one
hill away from Farmer and his talking animals, all of which attend the
music school down the road.
The film’s first few minutes are a
mission statement of the insanity to
follow, as we see Horse wake up and
take a shower, then make his way
downstairs to read the paper.
Meanwhile, his two housemates
remember that it is Horse’s birthday,
and decide his gift should be a barbecue pit. While ordering the bricks
needed to build it, a keyboard error
causes them to accidentally order
five million instead of the required
50. You would not believe the rest if
I told you.
The best part of the comedy in “A
Town Called Panic” is that it never

settles for one approach, flowing between slapstick, situational humor
and social commentary with ease,
and sometimes even mixing them
together.
One example that comes to mind
happens during Horse’s birthday
party. Farmer catches his wife Janine dancing with Policeman. Farmer, drunk, and now angry, breaks a
bottle (which is taller than he is) on
the bar, prepared to fight Policeman,
but Janine intervenes.
A sudden cut takes us outside the
house, and we only hear the fleshy
impact of a blow. Janine emerges
carrying her unconscious husband,
who she puts in their tractor and
drives home.
With wonderful sound design

and some very artistic backdrops,
“A Town Called Panic” manages to
exceed its low-tech production values.
Opening today exclusively at the
Grand Cinema in downtown Tacoma, this delightful comedy will
make you feel like a child again. If
you’re looking for a laugh, definitely
choose it over “Cop Out.”
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voice of reason and straight
man, and the viewer can really identify with his groundedness as opposed to the insanity
of the other two.
Guerrero, as embodied by
Haley, is the oddest one of the
trio, with his ice-blue eyes,
strange facial hair, tendency to
call everyone “dude,” preternatural calm and the hints he
gives off that he is a truly dangerous man to mess with.
The chemistry between the
three characters is the bedrock
of the show, and it works beautifully.
As for the plots of the episodes, they’ve been pretty interesting so far.
Usually they revolve around
Chance receiving a fairly
straightforward task — protect
an Assistant DA from being assassinated before she can get a
mob boss to turn himself in,
for instance.
The plot becomes significantly more complicated—the
Assistant DA has a tracker implanted in her, and the people
trying to kill her are not who
they initially appear to be).
This allows for Chance and
Guerrero to do all kinds of offthe-wall crazy stuff, and for
Winston to point out the insanity in what they’re doing.
It works pretty well, creating
stories that are unexpected but
not completely nonsensical.
The over-arching storyline
is also interesting. The episodes tease us with brief references to Chance’s past, making
the viewer want to know everything we’re not told, such
as where he learned to fight
so well, why he left and who
might be out there still looking
for him.
In future episodes, I have no
doubt this will become more
important, and I look forward
to seeing the solution to all
of the mysteries surrounding
Chance.
If you have the opportunity,
tune into “Human Target” on
Wednesday evenings at 8 p.m.
It’s a fun romp with interesting characters and an intriguing central mystery.
Don’t let this become like so
many other shows on Fox, cancelled before it really gets itself
going.

UPS-SeaTac Airport
Pick-up/drop-offs at Jones Circle.
Book online for airport discount: go to
Discounts tab, then Scheduled Service-Schools.

per person-one way

$32

Going to Portland? Try our Seattle-Portland Service!
$69 1st rider, $29 for 2nd! (one way, UPS to/from downtown Portland)
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Animation: “A Town Called Panic” brings back childhood imagination with a grown-up story line.
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